Strategies for chest reconstruction following extensive resection of locally advanced breast tumors: an 11-case series
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Breast cancer is a major cause of mortality among women in Brazil. Locally advanced breast tumors are classified as stage III because they compromise the breast tissue in all or almost all of its extensions and regional lymph nodes, without distant metastases. Surgical treatment of these advanced tumors includes modified radical mastectomy, which involves axillary dissection and large skin resection, leading to major defects in the chest cavity that require complex reconstruction.

Method: A retrospective clinical study including a series of 11 cases diagnosed with locally advanced breast tumors was performed from January 2006 to March 2014.

Results: The chest cavity reconstruction methods performed after resection of advanced breast tumors included three fasciocutaneous flaps, two skin grafts, and six reconstructions with muscle flaps. These procedures resulted in effective coverage of extensive chest defects.

Conclusion: Aggressive surgical treatment is feasible in these tumors; although numerous reconstruction options are available, individual case assessment is necessary to determine the optimal technique to reduce surgical trauma and lower morbidity in order to avoid delays in adjuvant treatment in these patients. The reconstructions were safe, with satisfactory results similar to those reported in the literature.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is a major cause of mortality among women in Brazil. In its most recent estimates, the National Cancer Institute (INCA) predicted 57,120 new cases of breast cancer in 2014, with an estimated risk of 56.09 cases per 100,000 women. Locally advanced breast tumors are classified as stage III, because they compromise the breast in all or almost all of its extensions and regional lymph nodes, without distant metastases.

The standard surgical treatment for these advanced tumors is modified radical mastectomy, which includes axillary dissection and large skin resections, which lead to major defects in the chest cavity that require complex reconstruction. Halsted mastectomies, with extended resections and removal of the pectoralis major and minor muscles, are reserved for cases with tumor involvement of the pectoral muscle. Radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and adjuvant hormonal therapy comprise the set of clinical treatment measures.

Various forms of chest wall reconstruction have been used to repair defects after breast tumor resection, including autologous muscle flaps such as the vertical rectus abdominis myocutaneous (VRAM) and transverse rectus abdominis myocutaneous (TRAM) flaps, first described in 1977 by Drever; in 1979, Robbins was the first to use the latissimus dorsi muscle flap, described by Tansini in 1906, for breast reconstruction. In cases of advanced tumors in which radiotherapy and chemotherapy treatments cannot be delayed, the recommended reconstruction techniques include fasciocutaneous flaps such as the thoracoepigastric flap described by Bohmert and Cronin, which allows coverage of breast areas, sternal defects and inferior or middle thoracic regions, lateral thoracic flaps, and even skin grafting.

OBJECTIVE

To present a case series of techniques and results of reconstruction of extensive chest defects after resection of locally advanced breast tumors.

METHODS

We performed a retrospective clinical study of a series of cases diagnosed with locally advanced breast...
tumors from January 2006 to March 2014. A total of 11 chest reconstructions were performed after resection of advanced breast tumors.

The inclusion criteria were patients with extensive thoracic defects after breast or chest tumor resection. The following parameters were studied: age, gender, etiology, lesion location, repair procedure, and complications. Reconstruction methods were selected based on the defect characteristics, location, and quantity and quality of tissues required.

RESULTS

The patients in this study sample were female with a mean age of 44.9 years, ranging in age from 37 to 58 years; the left breast was more often affected (54.5% of cases), and invasive ductal carcinoma was the most prevalent type of breast tumor (81.8% of cases). The patient characteristics are presented in Chart 1.

The reconstructions included two thoracoepigastric fasciocutaneous flaps, one lateral thoracic fasciocutaneous flap, two skin grafts, and six muscle flap reconstructions for chest wall reconstruction, consisting of three latissimus dorsi muscle flaps, two vertical rectus abdominis myocutaneous (VRAM) flaps, and one transverse rectus abdominis myocutaneous (TRAM) flap.

These reconstructions resulted in effective coverage of extensive thoracic defects, and none of the patients presented with flap infection. Two cases (18.1%) developed slight partial flap necrosis, which were debrided, and a random flap was rotated for closure of the remaining defect. The recovery time after surgery ranged from 20 to 60 days.

DISCUSSION

Locally advanced breast tumors remain an extremely important issue in developing countries, since it is difficult for patients to seek and receive treatment. The increased incidence in Brazil has been accompanied by increased mortality, which can be attributed mainly to delayed diagnosis and appropriate therapy. Even so, locoregional treatment by means of wide surgical resection and reconstruction of the chest wall was a treatment option for the cases presented in this study1,4,5.

Chest wall reconstruction provides stability to the skeletal system of the thorax, preventing its collapse and permitting physiological respiratory exchange; reconstruction also repairs and synthesizes lost soft tissue covering the chest in order to preserve its contour. Resections may involve the entire thickness of the chest wall, and more extensive resection typically requires more complex repairs. Resection of the sternum,
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costal arches, or chondrocostal cartilage of the anterior or lateral walls of the chest require use of bones or synthetic prostheses combined with skin coverage for rehabilitation of the chest as well as stabilization of the chest cavity and adequate respiratory physiology. Polypropylene mesh is preferred, offering easy handling, permeability, durability, inertness, and economy; however, intense fibrotic reactions can occur when the mesh contacts the pleura and lung. In the current study, six muscle flaps were constructed for reconstruction of the chest after resection of skin, subcutaneous tissue, pectoral muscle with exposure of the rib cage, and after whole-thickness resections of the chest cavity (Figures 2 and 3). Three latissimus dorsi muscle flaps, two vertical rectus abdominis muscle flaps and one TRAM flap were constructed. In patients with whole-thickness resection of the chest wall, a marlex mesh was used for reconstruction of the ribcage, which was then covered with a myocutaneous flap (Figures 4 and 5).

Several reconstructive surgery techniques for the chest have been described, including skin grafts to fasciocutaneous, muscle, myocutaneous, and microsurgical flaps. The choice of reconstructive technique is based on not only clinical criteria, but also the surgeon experience and patient preference; thus, similar case presentations may receive different types of reconstruction.

Fasciocutaneous flaps are based on superficial vascularization of the subdermal plexuses of the superficial fascia of the tissues covering the chest wall. This region is richly vascularized, allowing the construction of long, thick, resilient, and safe flaps. They can be used with both medial and lateral pedicles. In our study, there were three fasciocutaneous flaps for coverage of chest abnormalities: two medial and one lateral pedicle. In this study, use of this flap was indicated for extensive resections of skin and subcutaneous tissue that had preserved the pectoralis major and minor muscles as well as the thoracic cavity (Figure 1).

In the thoracic and abdominal region, a series of muscles can be used for the most varied coverage of skin loss and exposure, including the pectoralis major, latissimus dorsi, and rectus abdominis, among others. When there are limiting factors for use of conventional flaps, it is necessary to apply microsurgical flaps or skin grafts. In the current study, six muscle flaps were constructed for reconstruction of the chest after resection of skin, subcutaneous tissue, pectoral muscle with exposure of the rib cage, and after whole-thickness resections of the chest cavity (Figures 2 and 3). Three latissimus dorsi muscle flaps, two vertical rectus abdominis muscle flaps and one TRAM flap were constructed. In patients with whole-thickness resection of the chest wall, a marlex mesh was used for reconstruction of the ribcage, which was then covered with a myocutaneous flap (Figures 4 and 5).

Chest reconstruction with skin graft is the treatment of choice for extensive skin defects in which the pectoralis major and minor muscles have been preserved, including resection of tumors with high relapse rates such as phyllodes tumors of the breast. In their malignant forms, these infrequent tumors (0.5-1% of cases) have high local aggressiveness and relapse rates, with poor prognosis in their metastatic
advanced forms. In this case, skin grafting is justified, since this repair typically presents poor aesthetic results. In our sample, two patients with bulky phyllodes tumors underwent reconstruction with skin grafts. This repair was performed in two separate surgeries. The first was a double round-block suture with prolene 0 to decrease the chest defect; after 14 days, a skin graft was performed with granulation of the wound bed (Figure 6).

In this plastic surgery service, muscular flaps are not considered a first option for chest reconstruction in patients with stage III tumors who will undergo adjuvant radiotherapy. When possible, its use should be postponed due to risks of complications from ionizing radiation therapy. The reconstruction strategies used in our study resulted in suitable coverage of the defect and quicker initiation of adjuvant therapy.

CONCLUSION

Aggressive surgical treatment is feasible in patients with locally advanced breast tumors, and may be the only option for local control in these patients. While a variety of chest reconstruction techniques are available, each case should be assessed individually in order to select the optimal method for minimal surgical trauma, lower morbidity, and acceptable aesthetic results and to avoid delay in adjuvant treatment. The reconstruction methods presented in this study are safe, feasible, and offered satisfactory results, similar to other reports in the literature.
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